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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter of the research presents background of study, statements of problem, 

objective of research, research significance, scope and limitation and definition of 

key terms. 

1.1 Background of Study 

Language is generally the primary sets of means to interlace 

communication with another person or society. As Wardhaugh says, “a language 

is what the members of a particular society speak (2006).” Language is 

objectively to tighten and make it compatible on communicating each other 

among people. Indeed, the existence of language has been guiding us to get 

relation with among people as long as we are still alive. Language becomes one of 

main roles in society and has been particular identity by every local regions, 

nations, towns, and so on. Many languages have characteristics from grammar 

formula. Although there are some recognizable languages as official language in 

the world, English is the most famous international language directed on 

interlacing relationship communication among people, diversity society, nations, 

institutions, professions and many others community whole the world. 

Most of people can occasionally speak in two languages or more in one 

conversation automatically because of important language. The ability on using 

two languages possessed by certain people in order to speak responsively in 

communication is called as bilingualism. General society is commonly able to 
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speak in bilingualism, especially a lot of relations on social surroundings that has 

purpose to establish communication by using alternative languages. According to 

Achmad and Abdullah (2012), bilingualism refers to a speaker ability to use two 

or more languages that have realization form verbally and by written. When 

people are talking each other with their partners, there is something appears from 

themselves that how they produce speaking in different language in order to 

conceive their opponents speech. Bilingualism has been recognized and became 

people’s habit on communication. 

People may switch or mix their words into other language during 

conversation with somebody else in society. It has function because we need to 

understand some informations clearly about what we have acquired from other 

people, and we may speak code. Code is people speaking’s way as words or 

manners to correlate communication closely. Code sometimes becomes receivable 

thing on talking, uttering speeches or giving clue as the meaningful words. In the 

sociolinguistics, code switching and code mixing are kinds of code. Code 

switching is switched clause in sentence or between sentences from original 

language to another language. Code mixing is several words or phrases from first 

language mixed in one utterance or sentence by other language. 

Code switching commonly occurs on some particular contexts in order to 

introduce languages variety. It is generally defined as “the use of more than one 

language during a single communicative event (Mesthrie, 2011).” The usage of 

code switching has a role as complement in many verbal activities (e.g speech, 

preaching, discussion group, explaining presentation, etc), published media such 
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as newspapers, magazines, pamphlets and in literature like books and songs. Some 

released songs, for instance, orient the content of lyrics and its language by 

inserting code switching element so that the songs have certain characteristics. 

The goal is to attract and serve the songs to public. 

Previous study has been conducted by Tinuk on analysing code switching 

of songs lyrics in Super Junior music band albums. Based on the findings, the 

previous research just concluded the most dominant type of code switching and 

described the process of code switching occurances in the songs. The writer has 

different research about code switching on lyrics songs eventhough this study is 

nearly close with the previous one. There is no the most dominant type of code 

switching, but the writer just explains about the example of it on English-Japanese 

bilingual lyrics. The findings of previous study entitled Code Switching Used by 

Super Junior in The Album Sexy, Free & Single only indicates the meaning of 

English code switching words, but not in Korean on lyrics. In other word, Korean 

lyrics on verses are not translated in English grammatically in order to get more 

obvious that the lyrics have perfect sentence and are recognized as code switching 

type. Based on this observation, the writer wants to present different way and 

serve the meaning of Japanese words into English on the findings in verses on 

lyrics to point out clarity that the two researched songs have code switching and 

the findings will be described in explanation section grammatically. Then, the 

writer is approve of code switching analysing based on Barbara theory (2009) 

who just classifies code switching into two types, Intra-sentential code switching 

and Inter-sentential code switching on lyrics of each song. 
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The writer is extremely interested to study about code switching by 

analyzing lyrics on Monkey Majik music band song. This is because there are two 

foreigner personels of the group band who come from Canada as immigrant in 

Japan and one of them has authored some famous songs in two languages, English 

and Japanese. Substantively, each immigrant should keep up with regulation or 

norm of the inhabitants and society where they live, include speaking in terms of 

language appropriate to the characteristics of grammar. This opinion has equality 

with Judith, et.al that describes, “the process of cross-cultural adaptation is 

affected by the internal conditions of the strangers themselves prior to 

resettlement in the host society. First, strangers come to their new environment 

with differing levels of preparedness, that is, the mental, emotional, and 

motivational readiness to deal with the new cultural environment including 

understanding of the host language and culture (2002).” In addition, immigrants 

become tolerant with the differences and uncertainties intercultural situations 

faced by learning the patterns and rules of indigeneous communication with open-

minded (Mulyana and Rakhmat, 2009). With many phenomena that the song is a 

sound art that spearheads and has contribution on the penetration of influential 

language and culture has been overspreading to another country, research on the 

songs need to be undergone for the more interesting results of the study. This 

reason makes the songs explored by the writer effortly. Furthermore, the songs 

can be an alternative material to learn foreign languages, including two samples of 

the song and these songs are bilingual that constitutes interfusion of the two 

languages between immigrant language (English) and native inhabitant language 
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(Japanese). Afterwards, the writer initiatively takes seven sample investigated 

bilingual songs as study material because code switching elements are put 

evidently in verses of the songs lyric and those are in conformity with code 

switching classification (inter-code switching and intra-code switching). Inter-

code switching type symbolized by language alteration inter-verse is belonged to 

song. Intra-code switching can be verified by language shift in phrase form on 

verse. Besides, there are no any research study previously about bilingualism on 

English-Japanese songs, especially in code switching. 

1.2 Statement Problems 

 Code switching on the lyrics of Monkey Majik songs have objectively 

specific meanings on its senses and are purposed to manage two languages for 

Japanese and their fans throughout the world. Based on the background, This 

research is undergone to answer the following questions: 

1. What kinds of code switching are included on the lyrics ? 

2. What are the meanings of Japanese words switched in English on the 

lyrics ? 

1.3 Research objectives 

 This project aims to some purposes obviously relate to: 

1. Understand the kinds of code switching included on the songs lyrics. 

2. Find out the meaning of Japanese words switched in English on the lyrics. 
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1.4 Significance of Study 

 By conducting this research, the writer hopes: 

a. The result will give examples of code switching on English-Japanese 

songs. 

b. The result is used as teaching materials for lectures of sociolinguistic 

subject to show kinds of code switching on song lyrics, especially English-

Japanese songs. 

c.  The result is able to give understanding and can enrich knowledge of 

English Department students about the example of code switching on 

bilingual song lyrics. 

d. The result is done to give more information about the use of code 

switching on songs for the readers. 

1.5 Research scope/limitation 

 The research scope focuses on analyzing code switching use on lyrics of 

seven songs. The research is only limited on the use of code switching applied in 

seven English-Japanese songs of a well-known album namely Westview released 

in 2011 for conducting study. 

1.6 Key Terms of Research 

 The writer would like to present the following important definitions to 

convince the readers that the key terms have precisely relation with this research. 

They are as follow: 
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1. Code. It refers to any kind of system that two or more people employ for 

communication (Wardhaugh, 2006). 

2. Code Switching. It is “the use of more than one language during a single 

communicative event.”(Mesthrie, 2011). 

3. Bilingualism. It is the ability to speak two languages (Trask, R.L, 2007). 

4. Monkey Majik. It is the hybrid and pop-rock group band established in 

Sendai, Japan that consists of two Canadian brothers; Maynard Plaint and 

Blaise Plant and two Japanese members; Tax and Dick. 


